GRS.GROUP
EXPLORE OUR WORLD OF CONCEPTS AND SOLUTIONS
FOR THE MARITIME INDUSTRY.
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RESOURCES AND EXPERIENCE
19 EMPLOYEES
Each project stage, market segment, chartering and
sale+purchase is covered by a specialized GRS team
member.

6 OFFICES
Germany (Headquarter), France, Great Britain,
Taiwan , South Korea, Japan

100.000+ VESSELS IN DATABASE
Each offshore vessel, ferry, cruise ship or equipment type is
covered by specialized GRS brokers.

10+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
With more than one decade of experience, GRS is a strong
partner to all clients.
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OUR MARITIME BUSINESS UNITS

GRS.OFFSHORE RENEWABLES is the worldwide leading
consultancy and shipbroking business in offshore
renewable energy. As an independent advisor, GRS
supports the negotiation of all contracts across all value
creation stages of the entire project development. At the
subsequent installation and operation stage, GRS as an
internationally operating and independent specialist
shipbroker takes on the chartering and sale and purchase
of all vessels and equipment required as well as the
contracting of all further offshore service providers.

GRS.FERRY+CRUISE as an internationally operating and
independent shipbroker, GRS takes on the chartering and
sale and purchase of ferries and cruise vessels.
Additionally, GRS offers industry-related services and gives
access to a wide selection of professional service
providers.
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THE GREEN ESSENCE – OUR MISSION STATEMENT

INNOVATIVE. EFFICIENT. INTEGRATIVE.
A VISIONARY LEADER

To be the leading global provider of offshore renewable advisory services and provide our
clients with unrivaled expertise and innovation.

WE CREATE SOLUTIONS

From concept to contract to completion – the optimal solution for each client – every time.

OUR KEY TO SUCCESS

Innovation – The only constant in life is change. We believe that to stay relevant, we must
continually move with the changing needs of our customers.
Efficiency – we ensure sustainable efficiency through a culture of continual improvements and
cost awareness.
Integrity – we treat our clients and employees with respect and value decency and fairness

WE DELIBATE AND
TAKE ACTION

We act independently and diligently in the best interest of all parties to provide win-win
solutions.
We deliver powerful, tailor-made solutions to maximize value for our clients while minimizing
the costs and risks of their offshore renewable projects.
We act with integrity. The positive working environment of our versatile and highly specialized
business units enables our team to provide efficient and expert support to our clients.
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GRS MANAGEMENT

VISIONARY LEADERS
Introducing the two Managing Partners
MATTHIAS MROSS


Academic career:






PHILIPPE SCHÖNEFELD


Graduated shipbuilding engineer
from Technical University
Hamburg-Harburg, Germany.

Academic career:


Diploma in ship management
from Lloyd’s Maritime Academy,
London.



Professional career:




Gained technical, operational as
well as commercial in-depth
knowledge on all aspects of
vessels through various roles,
nationally as well as
internationally.
Through extensive experience has
close contacts with numerous
involved parties throughout the
industry.
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Graduated industrial engineer and
a graduate (UAS) in the field of
International Transport Management.
Graduated in Business
Management with a focus on the
marine industry at the Universities
of Applied Sciences in Elsfleth,
Germany and Vlissingen,
Netherlands.

Professional career:




Gained extensive experience in
business development and ship
brokerage activities related to
offshore wind projects.
Within the offshore industry
possesses numerous contacts to
utilities, wind turbine
manufacturers, projects developers
as well as offshore-related service
providers.
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OUR STORY SO FAR

GRS KEY MILESTONES
Corporate milestones over 10 years reflect the pioneering path of GRS from a national provider to a
successful global company.
07/2011

05/2016

02/2017

08/2019

12/2020

Founded by Matthias Mroß
& Philippe Schönefeld as
German Renewables
Shipbrokers GmbH

Recruitment of a sales
representative in Paris,
France

First turnkey brokerage
(transport and installation)
commission for a converter
station

Strategic partnership with
development consultancy
ADAMinc SerFac in South
Korea

Conversion of the sales
representation in Taiwan into
the first site office

10/2015

11/2016

Brokerage of offshore
equipment (chartering and
selling) expands the service
portfolio

GRS obtains the exclusive
turnkey brokerage
commission for the DC
platform BORWIN 3 and
brokers 12 different vessels
into the project

01/2014

06/2018

First turnkey brokerage
(transport, installation and
removal) commission for a
tidal power station

01/2020

11/2021

GRS Ferry + Cruise is
founded as a new Area of
Expertise

Lausanne headquartered
shipbroker IFCHOR becomes a
strategic partner and investor
in GRS.

06/2015

12/2016

02/2019

05/2020

To better reflect its global
alignment, the company is
renamed GRS Global
Renewables Shipbrokers
GmbH

Market entry in Asia.

First turnkey brokerage
(transport and installation of
foundations) for an Asian
wind farm / largest contract
fixture since company
founding

as a Portfolio expansion GRS
Invest + Finance is founded
as a new Business Unit

Brokers a first transport and
installation commission for a
complete wind farm
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First charter contract signed
for an offshore project in
Asia

11/2016

Portfolio expansion by
turnkey solution brokerage
(full-service solutions to
minimize interfaces)

05/2018

11/2019

03/2021

Establishes a sales
representation in Taiwan

Start of strategic partnership
with COLI in the offshore
renewables market in Japan

as a Portfolio expansion GRS
Strategy + Sourcing is
founded as a new Business
Unit
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ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

GRS TEAMS OF EXPERTS
The diversified team of experts enable GRS to provide a broad range of offshore brokerage services.
A combination of know-how and experience equals customized support.
Managing Partner

Managing Partner

Matthias Mroß

Philippe Schönefeld

Charter & Turnkey
Solution

Sale & Purchase

Advisory Services

Marketing

Accounting & Admin.

Site Office /
Representations

5 employees

3 employees

3 employees

1 employee

3 employees

2 employees/
3 sales representatives
GRS Taiwan

Small Tonnage

Strategy + Sourcing

Accounting & HR

Middle Tonnage

Invest & Finance

Data management

Large Tonnage

Service Assistant
Equipment

Cargo run

GRS France*
GRS South Korea*
GRS Japan*

FACTS:


GRS is operated by the two Managing Partners and their team of 17 employees and 3 freelancers.



While the majority of the work force operates from the headquarter in Hamburg, Germany, 5 site representatives act on behalf of GRS in 4 other countries.



The achievements of our organization are the result of the combined efforts of each individual, and our team is more than the sum of its parts. We each bring a
complementary set of skills to continually move with the changing needs of our customers - each member of the GRS.GROUP team makes a vital contribution to
the success of our company.
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GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

FLYING THE GREEN FLAG WORLDWIDE.
GRS headquarters in Hamburg – additional strategic key locations in Europe and Asia for further growth.
OUR FOOTPRINT

LOCATIONS AND OFFICES









GRS’ headquarter is located in northern
Germany in the port city Hamburg and thus
in the center of the German seaport
connection with Europe and the world
The third, newest headquarter of GRS
opened in 2015 and has an office area of 445
sqm after the office location was moved
within Hamburg for a second time in 2013
due to company growth.
The first subsidiary 'GRS Global Renewables
Shipbrokers GmbH Taiwan Branch' was
established as an office in Taiwan in 12/2020.
In the course of the expansion, further sale
representations were established, in which
local cooperation with sales representatives
takes place:
Paris (France – 05/2016)
Mokpo (South Korea – 08/2019)

Headquarter

Tokyo (Japan – 11/2019)


Site Office

Sales
Representatives
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GRS operates offices in Germany and Taiwan
and a global sales network with own sales
representatives in France, Japan and South Korea.

All relevant regions worldwide are covered
via own sales offices, local partnerships or via
the Hamburg office. GRS already has a
strong footprint in the most promising
growth regions.
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CONTACT GRS WORLDWIDE AND ANYTIME

GRS HEADQUARTER
HAMBURG

GRS FRANCE
PARIS

STADTHAUSBRÜCKE 7 | 20355 HAMBURG | GERMANY

2, RUE BRIQUET | 75018 PARIS | FRANCE

+49 40 411 60 68 0
INFO@GRS.GROUP

+ 33 782 91 63 62
FRANCE@GRS.GROUP

GRS UNITED KINGDOM
ABERDEEN

GRS JAPAN
TOKYO

SILVERTREES DRIVE I WESTHILL | AB32 6BH ABERDEEN
UNITED KINGDOM

7TH FLOOR, KIBUN DAIICHI BLDG. 7-5-3, TSUKIJI, CHUO-KU
TOKYO 104-0045 | JAPAN

+49 162 21 41 841
INFO@GRS.GROUP

+81 3 3541 9191
JAPAN@GRS.GROUP

GRS SOUTH KOREA
MOKPO-SI

GRS TAIWAN
TAIPEI CITY

15, PYEONGHWA-RO 140BEON-GIL | MOKPO-SI JEOLLANAM-DO
REPUBLIC OF KOREA

14/F, NO.8, SECTION 5, XINYI ROAD | XINYI DISTRICT
TAIPEI CITY 110 | TAIWAN

+82 61 287 4002
KOREA@GRS.GROUP

+886 2 87 58 2305 OR +886 2 87 58 2205
TAIWAN@GRS.GROUP
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